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Romney finds
way to ‘Sesame
Street,’ but is
unwanted
By MARIA RECIO

MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS (MCT)
WASHINGTON — Big Bird
took a star turn Thursday on
the national stage with his
usual goofy charm, tweeting
about becoming an issue in
the first presidential debate:
“Did I miss anything?” after going to
bed early.
Republican
nominee
M i t t
Romney
triggered
a
social
media firestorm
at ROMNEY
his initial
face-off
Wednesday
night with
President
B a r a c k
Obama.
T a l k ing about
BIG BIRD
f e d e r a l
spending and
budget cuts, Romney told
moderator Jim Lehrer, himself a longtime journalist at
the Public Broadcasting Service, Big Bird’s network.
“I’m sorry, Jim. I’m going
to stop the subsidy to PBS.
... I like PBS. I like Big Bird. I
actually like you, too.”
Within minutes, Twitter
accounts popped up with
viewers having fun with the
seeming threat to the beloved
yellow bird and his fellow
“Sesame Street” dwellers.
“Somewhere Paul Ryan is
turning over trash cans in
hopes of smoking out Oscar
the Grouch,” said one tweet
at #firedBigBird, referring to
Romney’s running mate.
Obama didn’t respond
during the debate to Romney’s promise to cut the
budget with a whack at PBS,
but he jumped in Thursday,
telling a Denver crowd, “We
didn’t know that Big Bird was
driving the federal deficit.”
PBS has often been a target
for Republican lawmakers,
who object to its federal
subsidy. Romney renewed
a complaint among many
Republicans in Congress
that the federal government
shouldn’t be subsidizing the
arts.

See ROMNEY | Page 5

Pumpkin Festival kicks off in Milton | More on Life!
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Synthetic marijuana becomes
undercover sales operation
By LAKIN TURNER

THE PARTHENON
Synthetic marijuana, also
known as Spice, is a mixture
of herbal spices that has
been marketed as a “safe”
alternative to marijuana.
Although the mixture contains dried plant matter,
which allows the label to
claim it contains “natural”
psychoactive materials, the
other ingredients are synthetic compounds.
Before the West Virginia
State Legislature banned
synthetic drugs in July
2011, the Spices and other

substances were openly
sold in gas stations, tobacco
shops and head shops.
Because the chemicals
used in Spice have the potential for abuse and no
proven medicinal purpose,
the Drug Enforcement Administration
designated
the five active chemicals
most frequently found in the
mixture as controlled substances, making them illegal
to buy, sell or possess.
Once the Spice mixture had been banned,
selling went underground
and undercover.

The manufacturers of Spice
began to alter the chemical
composition to circumvent the
legal restrictions.
The chemicals used in
the mixture are not easily
detected in standard drug
tests and have helped aid in
the popularity of the drug
use among high school and
college age students.
Kim Miller, master addiction counselor and director
of corporate development
at Prestera Center, said
synthetic drugs are widely
available and commonly
used by adolescents.

“The reality is that these
are very strong, mind altering substances that are new
to scientists, so they have
not been studied for their
short-term or long-term
consequences,” Miller said.
“They are very dangerous.
Permanent and irreversible
neurological brain damage
has been documented by
causal users of these drugs,
and we’ve never seen anything like it.”
The effects of Spice resemble those of the drug
marijuana, and the effects can be dramatically

Women learn to fight off attackers
through self-defense course
By BISHOP NASH

THE PARTHENON
The situation of fighting for one’s
self-preservation is brought alive in
the Rape Aggression Defense Systems course offered at Marshall
where women learn techniques
and maneuvers to avoid and escape
assault.
“It’s an empowering thing for
a woman to know that she knows
how to defend herself,” Sgt. Scott
Ballou, course instructor, said. “If
she finds it in here, that’s great.”
Ballou is an officer with Marshall
police and has been instructing
women on emergency defense long
enough to understand inhibitions
that might arise with learning to respond physically.
“It may be a little awkward for
them because some of them have
never struck anything as far as a
real target,” Ballou said.
Wednesday afternoon’s particular class was the first day of contact
for the eight-week course, which
comprises of two weeks classroom
instruction in the Cam Henderson
Center and finishes with six weeks
of physical training at the Marshall
Recreation Center. The physicality features an MUPD instructor in
padded armor simulating an attack
that each student must fend off
with a variety of strikes, blows and
yells.
“To escape and survive is the
goal,” Ballou said. “What I do
and how I do it is up to them in a
situation, but that has to be their
mindset.”

THE DAILY FREE PRESS, BOSTON
U. VIA UWIRE
Affirmative action plans
based on class — not race
— might provide more
diversity to the nation’s universities than affirmative
action, a Century Foundation report released on
Wednesday suggests.
“If college admissions officers want to be fair — truly
meritocratic — they need to
consider not only a student’s

BISHOP NASH | THE PARTHENON

A Marshall University student participates in a self-defense class at the Recreation
See DEFENSE | Page 5 Center on Wednesday.

raw academic credentials,
but also what obstacles [he
or] she had to overcome to
achieve them,” wrote Richard Kahlenberg, the main
author of the report.
The report noted that U.
Texas-Austin managed to
create even higher levels of
minority representation in
2004 using class-based affirmative action than in 1996,
when schools considered
race as a factor.
The
report
notes

universities in nine states that
have created an admissions
process attentive not only to
racial and ethnic diversity, but
also to class inequality.
Seven states have banned
affirmative action, an issue
likely to face the Supreme
Court and add debate to the
upcoming elections.
Kahlenberg wrote that
admissions officials should
pay attention to “strivers,”
students who overcame
obstacles and succeeded

Foreign
journalists
harassed
in Libya
By MEL FRYKBERG

Study suggests affirmative action plan based on race not best for diversity
By JASPER CRAVEN

different for each individual.
An elevated mood, a
state of relaxation and altered perception are the
most common effects of
Spice, and some of the
most extreme effects include anxiety, paranoia and
hallucinations.
To date, there have been
no scientific studies of
Spice’s on the effects to the
human brain and it is unclear as to all the ways Spice
may affect human health.
Lakin Turner can be contacted at turner136@live.
marshall.edu.

despite
socio-economic
impediments.
The most economically
disadvantaged student is
expected to score 399 points
lower on the SAT math and
verbal sections than the
most advantaged student,
according to the report.
“Unlike race-based affirmative action, class-based
preferences
compensate
for what research suggests
are the more substantial
obstacles in today’s world
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— those associated with
socioeconomic
status,”
Kahlenberg wrote.
Boston University students
said
affirmative
action is a complex issue,
but a diverse student population is necessary to create
a well-balanced institution.
“Diversity
is
important,” said Katie Strelitz,
a BU junior. “But diversity
means more than just race,
background and financial
standing.”

LO 51°

MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS (MCT)
CAIRO — Since the attack
Sept. 11 on the U.S. Consulate
in Benghazi, Libya, that killed
Ambassador
Christopher
Stevens and three other Americans, Libyan authorities have
made it more difficult for
international journalists to
work in the country.
Alarmed at the treatment,
Reporters Without Borders,
a journalism advocacy group
based in Paris, earlier this
week cited a wide range of
problems journalists face in
Libya that it said indicated a
“decline in respect for freedom of information.” Those
issues include “visa problems, filming bans, arbitrary
arrest and deportation.” It
traced the decline to the election of the Congress in July.
The group reserved special
attention for the actions of the
Supreme Security Committee
— the amalgamation of militias and security forces that
serves as Libya’s military —
calling the committee’s recent
behavior “highhanded” and
“disturbing.”
“We call on the new government, above all the
Interior Ministry, to investigate these incidents and to
return the equipment that
was arbitrarily confiscated
from these journalists,” the
group said in a statement released Monday.
The Supreme Security
Committee’s actions also
have come under scrutiny in
the Benghazi consulate attack and in the destruction
in August of several religious
sites affiliated with the moderate Sufi strain of Islam.
The harassment of foreign
journalists, however, began
well before the consulate attack. The British filmmaker
and journalist Sharron Ward
and her Libyan interpreter
were detained and interrogated for eight hours in
July as they filmed and interviewed residents of a
displaced-persons camp in
Janzour, about eight miles
west of Tripoli.

page designed and edited by SHANE ARRINGTON
arrington16@marshall.edu
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Thundering Word prepares for upcoming tournaments
By JEREMY BROWN

THE PARTHENON
Marshall University’s speech and debate team looks to build
on recent success as they prepare for upcoming tournaments.
Last weekend the Thundering Word traveled to their first
tournament of the season. Overall the team placed fourth in
combined sweepstakes, for the weekend, while competing
against some of the top speech and debate teams in America.
A total of 28 schools were represented at the event. Regional
powerhouse Western Kentucky University hosted the tournament. Other major competitors included the University of
Alabama, Ball State and Rice.
The Thundering Word finished near the top, despite being
shorthanded at the tournament.
“We only had one-third of our team competing in this tournament,” coach Danny Ray said. “It was the third of the team
that we had ready. It is difficult at the beginning to actually get
to where you are ready to win. The other two thirds are going
to join us at the next tournament.”
Even though their ranks were thin, the team still managed
some impressive individual success in addition to overall team
success. For some of the competitors this was their first college
tournament.
Sophomore biochemistry major Matthew Osteen went 2-2
in his first college debate. Overall he was the third top novice
speaker in Lincoln Douglas Debate.
Other students had individual success as well. Defending
high school national champion in Oral Interpretation, Taryss
Mandt finished the tournament as the top novice in Programmed Oral Interpretation and Informative Speaking.
Sophomore chemistry/pre-med major Victoria Ledford
competed in three events, Persuasion, Rhetorical Criticism
and Duo Interpretation, in which she competed alongside junior biomedical sciences major Christian Adams.
Ledford finaled in all three events and qualified two for
nationals.
This weekend Thundering Word debaters will be at Lafayette
College to compete against approximately 40 debaters from 15
schools in Lincoln Douglas Debates.
Next weekend the entire speech and debate team will be in
West Chester, Pa., to compete against 15 schools.
The team’s recent success has Ray confident about his

JEREMY BROWN | THE PARTHENON

Marshall University’s Thundering Word speech and debate team poses for a photo with their coach, Danny Ray (in back). The Thundering Word is
preparing for upcoming tournaments after placing fourth place at a Western Kentucky University tournament.
team’s chances in the upcoming events.
“For the Lafayette tournament I expect our student to qualify for nationals,” Ray said. “At the West Chester Tournament
I expect us to finish in the top three.”
Ledford will compete in the West Chester tournament.
“Hopefully I will place even better than I did at the first tournament,” Ledford said, echoing her coach’s sentiment.

Later this month Marshall will host its own tournament, the
fourth annual Chief Justice Speech and Debate Tournament. In
April the university will host the 2013 National Forensic Association National Tournament, an event that Ray said could bring
as many as 1,200 students from 100 universities to Marshall.
Jeremy Brown can be reached at brown654@marshall.edu.

COLA to sponsor homecoming tailgate
By JEREMY BROWN

Hypnotist mesmerizes
Marshall students
THE PARTHENON
A hypnotist put Marshall University students
under his spell Thursday night in the basement
of the Memorial Student Center.
This was the third time Jason Nagle has visited campus, but he has been a hypnotist for
about five or six years.
Fifteen student volunteers were brought onto
the stage and hypnotized.
The selected students were then asked to perform various tasks, like driving an imaginary
car and lounging on a beach.
Before removing the students from their
trance, Nagle encouraged them to be more confident in every aspect of their lives.
The Parthenon can be contacted at parthenon@marshall.edu.

PHOTOS BY DWIGHT JORGE | THE PARTHENON

TOP: Hypnotist Jason Nagle entrances the minds of Marshall University students at
the Memorial Student Center on Thursday. ABOVE: Freshman Ronnie Lawson and
sophomore Samantha Mize fall into a hypnotic state Thursday when a hypnotist made
his way to Marshall to captivate students’ minds.

Romney basks in glow of debate win, Obama looks for comeback
By ANITA KUMAR, WILLIAM DOUGLAS
and SEAN COCKERHAM

MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS VIA MCT
DENVER — Republican Mitt Romney
sought Thursday to use his superior performance at the first presidential debate
as a springboard to build momentum
for his once beleaguered campaign.
Romney received a rousing standing
ovation from nearly 2,000 people during a
surprise stop Thursday at a conservative
gathering, his first appearance after the
debate. He later traveled to a boisterous
rally in rural Virginia.
Obama headlined large outdoor rallies
in two swing states as he tried to rebound
from a debate performance that drew

poor reviews, even from his supporters,
with a new line of attack against Romney.
Obama’s campaign acknowledged
that his performance at the debate did
not compare to Romney’s — which it
mocked as “Oscar worthy”— but said
that the former Massachusetts governor
distorted the facts of his tax plan, his
support for teachers and his proposed
changes to Medicare. Obama, aides
said, would hold Romney accountable
in the final month of the campaign.
In spirited speeches, the president
stuck to familiar themes, such as supporting the middle class, but he also turned
aggressive, telling the audience that Romney touts policies that he can’t pay for or
page designed and edited by JOHN GIBB | gibb@marshall.edu

even explain.
Romney savored his debate victory after weeks of campaign missteps and bad
publicity. It came the same day that Romney, who once supported gun-control
measures, received the backing of the National Rifle Association.
Joined by running mate Paul Ryan in
Virginia, Romney spoke to supporters
in Fishersville, in largely Republican Augusta County.
Romney, who was immediately interrupted by cheers when he started talking
about the debate, said he thinks the president’s answers showed Americans that
“he and I stand for something very
different.”

THE PARTHENON
There is a storm coming
to Joan C. Edwards Stadium this Homecoming
Saturday as the Golden
Hurricanes of Tulsa blow
into town to do battle with
the Thundering Herd.
The game starts at 3:30
p.m., but before kickoff,
excited fans will congregate on parking lots for
the traditional prelude to
America’s favorite civilized turf war.
People will come from
near and far to ready their
minds, bodies and spirits
for the coming clash. It is
football after all, and before game time there must
be tailgate time.
This year, for the first
time, the College of
Liberal Arts (COLA) is
sponsoring their own tailgate party. From 1 to 3
p.m. on the green space between Harless Dining Hall
and City National Branch
Bank students and alumni
can gather for a variety
of game day rictuals, all
prepared by COLA Dean
David Pittenger and his
wife.
For $15, fans can have
their fill of everything
from fresh bread and beer
to candied bacon and an
assortment of desserts.
The dean is even bringing
a pot of his homemade
gumbo.
“It’s a well practiced recipe,” said Pittenger of the
gumbo. “It gets better and
better each time.”
While Pittenger admits
he is uncertain of how
many will show up for the

COLA tailgate, he assures
that he and his wife are
preparing for even the biggest crowd.
“If you announce it they
will come, so we are going
to make a lot of food,” he
said.
The COLA tailgate will
be just one of many activities planned for this year’s
Homecoming as Marshall
celebrates its 175th anniversary as an institution
of higher learning. In addition to the football game
other events slated for the
day include the 17th Annual 5K Alum Run at 9
a.m. and the Homecoming
Parade at 11:30 a.m.
The COLA tailgate will
be located beside the
Tailgate Blast, which is
sponsored by the Marshall University Alumni
Association, Black Alumni
Association and MU Parents & Family Weekend.
The $15 party charge can
be paid by cash, bank card
or check at the tailgate.
While the event is geared
toward Marshall alumni,
students are welcome to
attend.
“This is a real opportunity for us to show all
the great things that are
going on in the college,”
Pittenger said. “I am extremely proud of what our
students are able to do and
the many things our faculty do for our students.”
As for the outcome of the
football game, Pittenger
expects the Thundering
Herd to overpower the
Golden Hurricanes.
Jeremy Brown can be
reached at brown654@

254124
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Storm brewing in Huntington Fourth down and punt with
Thundering Herd to collide with Golden Hurricane

Marshall’s Tyler Williams

By JEREMY JOHNSON

BRANDON HATTON | THE PARTHENON

Marshall University running back Remi Watson and Thundering Herd teammates roam into Joan C. Edwards Stadium before the Ohio
University game Sept. 15.
By WILL VANCE

THE PARTHENON
Marshall University will
cap off homecoming celebrations Saturday with
a 3:30 p.m. football game
against the Tulsa Golden
Hurricane. The game is important not only because it
is a Conference USA game,
but also because the Golden
Hurricane presents a measuring stick for the Herd.
The Golden Hurricane blew
out the Herd in Tulsa last
season 59-14.
Last season, the Golden
Hurricane used a potent rushing attack to overwhelm the
Herd. Tulsa runners racked
up 380 yards on the ground,
including 194 from sophomore Ja’Terian Douglas.

“Their backs are as good
as any backs we’ve seen,”
Marshall defensive coordinator Chris Rippon said.
“They’re big league backs.”
Stopping the run has been
difficult for the Herd this
season. Marshall is allowing
opposing teams to rush for
almost 225 yards a game and
owning the NCAA’s 110th
rank in rushing defense. Nebraska transfer Cody Green
has filled in well at quarterback for the departed G.J.
Kinne, leading the Golden
Hurricane to a 4-1 record so
far this season.
Something will have to
give on Saturday as this
game will feature the conferences No.1 offense and No.1
defense. Marshall has fallen

slightly in the total offense
rankings but remains in the
top 10 nationally at No.6. On
the other hand, the Golden
Hurricane boasts the No.32
ranked defense, best in the
offensive-minded C-USA.
“They do a great job disguising
their
defense,”
Marshall quarterback Rakeem Cato said.
The Herd should be able
to find some encouragement
in last week’s loss to the
Purdue Boilermakers after
the Herd was able to score
41 points on the Boilermakers 43rd ranked defense.
Along the same lines, the
defense will look to build
upon a solid second half
against the Boilermakers in
which they allowed only nine

points and gave the team a
chance to stage a comeback.
Marshall players have
repeated the mantra of
winning the conference
throughout the early phase
of the season. The Herd will
have the opportunity to improve upon its 1-0 C-USA
mark against the Golden
Hurricane, which itself is
undefeated in conference
after defeating Tulane and
UAB. Though it is still early,
given the weakness of the
C-USA East Division and
Tulsa’s dominance in the
West, this contest is potentially a preview of the
C-USA championship game.
Will Vance can be contacted
at
vance162@
marshall.edu.

SPORTS EDITOR
To the average football fan, the most overlooked position
is the punter. Coaches, players and people are interested in
the sport, will disagree. Another person that would argue
the position’s value is Marshall University’s punter Tyler
Williams.
Standing 6-feet-tall 195-pounds, Williams, a true freshman from Fort Wayne, Ind., is averaging 46.8 yards per punt
through five games. The average is good enough for ninthbest in the nation. His longest punt on the season is 66 yards.
Williams has punted the ball 18 times on the season, seven of
which have gone for more than 50 yards and nine of his punts
have pinned the opponent inside the 20. The freshman punter
said he always strives to do well.
“My mindset has always been to be the best and do the
best I can for the team,” Williams said. “It wasn’t really to be
the best in the nation. That wasn’t really my goal.
“It was starting out to the starting job and working hard.
To get my team prepared the best way I can and help win on
Saturdays.”
Williams secured the starting job for the Herd and said he
could not do it without his teammates.
“I have been fortunate to have a good snapper in (Matt)
Cincotta and a good team to where I can punt the ball,” Williams said. “Not only to give me good stats, but give us better
field position.”
The R. Nelson Snider High School graduate averaged 34.5
yards per punt his senior year. Williams has already increased that number by more than 12 yards. Williams said he
wants to keep improving that number.
As far as this weekend’s game is concerned, Williams said
he is ready to get back into conference play.
“I focus on every game the same amount,” Williams said.
“I’ll prepare for this game the same way that I prepare for
the rest. I’ll be ready to go and I know we will be ready to go.
It’s a big game and we want to win the conference.”
Williams and the rest of the Herd squad will continue
on its quest for the conference title Saturday against Tulsa
Golden Hurricane.
Jeremy Johnson can be contacted at johnson783@marshall.edu.

Marshall volleyball set to take on ECU
By HUNTER MORRISON

THE PARTHENON
The Marshall University
volleyball team has won
11 of its last 12 games. The
Herd will look to keep the
theme of winning alive
as it faces ECU Friday inside the Cam Henderson
Center.
Marshall is 14-5 overall,
and the last three matches
for the Herd have gone into
five sets. The previous time
Marshall faced ECU, the
Herd won in four sets.
Marshall’s offense has
been on a roll. The Herd
leads C-USA in service
aces. Junior outside hitter
Laura Der and senior outside hitter Katy Schad are
leading Marshall with 255
and 245 kills respectively.
Sophomore setter Sammie

Bane has been prominent
on offense as well, as she
has recorded 733 assists
and averages 10.18 assists
per set.
Marshall volleyball Head
Coach Mitch Jacobs said
facing East Carolina for a
second time is different.
“Whenever you face someone a second time, you get a
better feel for them,” Jacobs
said. “We’ve spent a lot of
time this week breaking
down East Carolina and trying to figure out what they
were trying to do against
us.”
Marshall is also undefeated at home so far this
season (7-0). The Herd volleyball squad has not held
a home winning streak this
long since going 8-0 at home
in 2005. Marshall puts that

COURTESY OF HERDZONE

Marshall University’s volleyball team gets ready for a game inside
the Cam Henderson Center. The Thundering Herd is a perfect 7-0 at
home this season.
streak on the line Friday
night against the Pirates of
ECU at 6 p.m.

Hunter Morrison can be
contacted at morrison109@
marshall.edu.

COURTESY OF HERDZONE

Marshall University’s punter, Tyler Williams punts the ball against
the Ohio Bobcats on Sept. 15. The Thundering Herd punter is
averaging 46.8 yards per punt. Williams is ninth in the nation
punting average.

Column

Why Kane should be preseason C-USA POY
By ADAM ROGERS

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
The Conference USA office announced its Men’s Basketball Preseason
Player of the Year and the All-Conference Teams as voted on the conference
coaches on Thursday afternoon.
Junior DeAndre Kane and senior
Dennis Tinnon were named to the first
and second teams respectively.
However, Kane was not named the
Preseason Player of the Year.
That honor went to the University of
Central Florida’s senior forward Keith
Clanton.
Clanton is a respectable choice by

the C-USA coaches after he averaged
14.5 points and 8.1 rebounds a game
last season.
Kane had this honor robbed from him.
The junior guard is a two time allconference selection and led the Herd
in scoring each of the past two seasons.
Kane even reset the C-USA Championship record for points scored in
a single game after a 40-point performance in a 105-100 triple-overtime win
over Tulsa in the quarterfinals.
The Pittsburgh native put Marshall
on his back and thrust the Herd in the
C-USA Championship Title Game for
the first time.

Kane averaged 22 points and played
in 165 of the 175 minutes over the
course of the tournament.
Had Kane’s name had been Will Barton or any other player from Memphis,
he would have won the award hands
down.
The sad thing is Kane doesn’t even care
about personal achievement and just
wants to take the Thundering Herd to its
first NCAA Tournament birth in 26 years.
Here’s hoping Kane can accomplish
that and will be named POY when it
counts.
Adam Rogers can be contacted at
rogers112@marshalll.edu.
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Column

THE FIRST
AMENDMENT

The Constitution of the
United States of America

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people to
peaceably assemble; and to petition the Government for a redress
of grievances.

Facebook still top dog, but beginning slow decline

It was announced yesterday that Facebook has exceeded 1
billion users. Wait, that just happened?
CEO and founder, Mark Zuckerberg, said the past few
months have not been easy for the social-networking giant.
Yet, despite complications, they have reached their highest
numbers to date. It must not be “easy” having it so hard.
All joking aside, and regardless of the success we see on
the surface of this announcement, Facebook is facing some
internal changes that could be detrimental to the longevity
of the company. Facebook experienced trading glitches when
it went public earlier this year. As well, the company faces
lawsuits from disapproving shareholders.
Additionally, Facebook seems to be losing its appeal to its
initial target audience. Facebook has been in the forefront of
popular culture since its establishment in February 2004. Eight
years. How much longer can this site prevail? Our generation

has been using Facebook for nearly its entire lifetime. And
many of us are losing interest in the site. It would seem among
students on this campus and at other colleges social networking preferences have taken a turn toward Twitter.
Zuckerberg feels as though the future of Facebook is integration with mobile devices, which is one of the main appeals
of its competitor, Twitter. Tweeting is as easy as sending
a text. People are empowered by placing their opinions on
Twitter to be digested by a web of like-minded as well as oppositional individuals, whereas updating a Facebook status
is a thing of the past.
People like simplicity and Facebook is becoming too darn
complicated. Facebook could be scrutinized in many other
areas, but the bottom line is that for the foreseeable future
they will remain the top-dogs. But the sun doesn’t shine on
the same dogs butt every day.

Letters to the Editor
I understand the urge to use physical force
for destruction. I recall for instance, Woody
Allen’s character Isaac in the movie “Manhattan”, in a conversation comparing the
best approaches to protest an upcoming
Nazi rally in New Jersey “Well, well, a satirical piece in the Times is one thing, but bricks
and baseball bats really gets right to the
point …. No, physical force is always better
with Nazis because it’s hard to satirize a guy
with shiny boots.” Although Woody was very
funny, I find however the hoopla of smashing a car on the campus green in order to
generate homecoming spirit, rather disturbing. Has football grown too violent over the
years? Isn’t there supposed to be such a thing
as sportsmanlike conduct? Is it acceptable
for the campus administration to encourage
such brutish behavior? How would a young
child feel if they were to witness their older
sibling engaged in such violence? I say there
must be better alternatives for homecoming
events than this. Are people who engage in violence perpetrated upon a car, supposedly in
fun, more prone to look the other way when
they see violence perpetrated upon a person?
I remember having similar sentiments, during my boxing matches at West Point, when
our coach with the stereotypical cauliflowered ears and disfigured nose, yelled that he
wanted to see more blood. I was undefeated.
Thomas E. Wilson, Ph.D., physics professor, Marshall University

As the weather starts to change, we are in the
middle of the best part of the school year…
the time when we get to watch Marshall Football and cheer on the Herd! However, for most
of the disabled patrons of the stadium, there
is, and always has been a problem with watching the game. Specifically, people standing up
on the bleachers instead of standing on the
ground like they’re supposed to, thus blocking
the view of those individuals who don’t have
the luxury of standing up to see the play.
I’ve talked with many of these fans, and
most of them get a little upset that they spend
their hard earned money to come and support
their team and end up watching most of the
game on the big screens. I remember a few
weeks ago, I had someone tell me “If I wanted
to watch the game on tv, I would’ve stayed
home and saved my money!” So I just wanted
to give everyone something to think about this
weekend as we gather to support the Herd.
Go out and have a great time, but be considerate to those behind you and let them enjoy the
game as well.
Good Luck and Go Herd!
Chad Beam, graduate student, Marshall
University
Letter to the Editor submissions are
presented in their original state to ensure that the writer’s intentions are
preserved.

Column

Romney plays ‘morals’ card —
yet practices questionable ethics
By JAMES BRENNAN

MICHIGAN DAILY, U. MICHIGAN VIA UWIRE
Wednesday night, Mitt Romney played
the morals card. During the debate, he
stated that the budget deficit is “not just
an economic issue, I think it’s a moral
issue.” What Romney was referring to
was his belief that it’s a moral violation
to borrow money that will have to be
paid back by the generations that follow.
I think most Americans would agree. It
really isn’t OK for the federal government to borrow trillions of dollars,
allowing for debt to accrue and passing
the bill onto the next generation. What I
found most compelling about this statement, however, was the use of the phrase
“moral.”
We’re not talking about far-right religious morals. This morality is one of
simple right and wrong — morals in
their most basic sense. I find it interesting that Romney would reference
morality when talking about deficit reduction, given his policies and his choice
of running mate.
“The Path to Prosperity,” better known
as the Ryan Budget, calls for massive cuts
to Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid
and Pell Grants. This essentially amounts
to balancing the budget on the backs of
the poor. In a recent New York Times
article, Larkin Warren, a self-professed
“former welfare mom” told her story of
getting through four years of college by
heavily relying on government assistance.
She took out student loans, accepted Pell
Grants and used food stamps. Her road

was an arduous one, but with perseverance, hard work and a lot of help, she
eventually graduated and found gainful
employment.
Romney’s injection of morality into
the debate will likely go unnoticed, but it
shouldn’t. The plans that he and his running mate have put forward are, at best,
of questionable morality. Though Romney and Ryan both preach “self-reliance”
in accordance with their religious morals, they’re largely dodging the elephant
in the room. Cutting welfare, whether it’s
for students, the elderly, children or just
people down on their luck, is horrifically
immoral. People need these programs,
especially during a period of economic crisis — not just to advance in society, but to
get by day-to-day. If Romney wants to talk
morals, he needs to justify how he can propose hurting the poor so badly to balance
the budget.
Yes, I realize that paying off our federal
debt would be a moral achievement. The
massive debt we carry makes our country
extremely vulnerable as well as weak in
diplomatic relations. It would be good for
us to be debt-free, or at least minimally in
debt. But we cannot alleviate this problem
on the backs of our poor. The people in this
country who have the hardest lives already
shouldn’t be asked to sacrifice even more
when there are other ways to balance the
budget.
As President Obama asserted, the very
wealthiest in America can afford to pay a
little more. I’m not proposing we balance
the budget purely through increased taxes
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on the rich — that isn’t moral either. Plus, it
would staunch economic growth. The facts,
however, are that the richest 1 percent of
the country own more than 40 percent of
the nation’s wealth and pay historically
low tax rates. Everyone needs to pay his or
her fair share, especially those who can afford a little extra. By increasing taxes, we
can begin to cut down our deficit while still
providing essential services to grow the
economy.
I commend Romney for bringing morals into the discussion — morals, after all,
are the basis of law. Romney’s ideas on
economic morals, however, are just plain
backwards. If I were President Obama,
I’d be sure to point that out at the next
debate, especially considering the sharp
contrast his economic policies present.
Romney was the clear winner of Wednesday night’s debate, but he shouldn’t have
been. After taking such extreme positions during the primary, not to mention
a slew of gaffes and Obama’s campaign
ads, which have painted a less than flattering picture of the former governor, I
was expecting Romney to be left in the
dust during the first debate. President
Obama, however, faltered, while the
Romney pounded his best talking points
home.
Here’s a piece of advice for the president: if he wants to win, he should remind
everyone that the guy at the other podium
wants to cut help for the poor. Then he
should ask the American people if they’d
consider someone willing to do that to be
“moral.”
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Victims remember
D.C. snipers rampage
By MATTHEW HAY BROWN

THE BALTIMORE SUN (MCT)
BALTIMORE — When
the Washington-area snipers launched their shooting
rampage a decade ago, Prince
George’s County restaurateur Paul LaRuffa suffered
the same effects as everyone
else: anxiety about leaving the
house, fear of pumping gas,
worry for loved ones — all adding up to a general jumpiness
about when, where and whom
the gunmen would strike next.
But in LaRuffa’s case —
though he didn’t know it
at the time — there was a
difference.
He had been the snipers’
first victim.
A month before the shootings that terrorized the
region, LaRuffa, then 55, had
closed his restaurant in Clinton for the night, walked out
with a couple of friends and
got into his car.
He was about to pull out when
17-year-old Lee Boyd Malvo approached, raised a Bushmaster
XM-15 E2S rifle and fired five
.223-caliber rounds through the
driver’s side window.
The
bullets
pierced
LaRuffa in the chest, abdomen and back.
As he staggered from his
car, bleeding and breathless,
he was bewildered.
“There was no relation to
anything,” he said last week.
“Obviously, it was September 5th. There were no
‘snipers.’ It was a random,
insane act of violence.”
But within a month, that
fear and confusion would
spread throughout the area.

|
THE D.C. SNIPERS

Three weeks of fear: How events unfolded 10 years ago
October 2, 2002
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Paul LaRuffa, shown at his home in Hollywood, Maryland, on September
27, 2012, was a shooting victim of the snipers of the Washington, D.C.,
area 10 years ago.
It was 10 years ago this week
that Malvo and his mentor,
John Allen Muhammad, announced themselves with a
burst of killings in Montgomery County and Washington.
The shootings on Oct. 2
and 3, 2002, left six dead in
little more than 24 hours. Businesses closed; parents raced
to schools to collect children.
Less than 13 months after
the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001,
an unknown enemy was again
menacing the capital region.
Security was increased at the
Capitol, the White House and
the Supreme Court; gas station owners hung tarps around
their pumps to hide customers.
Ordinary citizens holed up
in their homes. Those with unavoidable commitments ducked
their heads as they scurried

from house to car, from car to
destination and back again.
Doug Duncan, the Montgomery County executive at the
time, calls it the longest stretch
of sustained terror in the United
States since the Civil War.
“People were scared for
their lives, as they should have
been,” he recalled last week.
“It was three weeks of ‘you
could be killed at any time,
just walking down the street,
getting groceries, getting gas.’
And you didn’t know when
the next shot was coming.”
By the time authorities
caught up to Muhammad and
Malvo, at a rest stop off Interstate 70 in Frederick County,
10 people in Maryland, Washington and Virginia were dead,
three others were wounded,
and the region was changed.
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9 13-year-old boy is critically wounded moments after being

dropped off at a middle school in Bowie, Md.

October 8
Schools beef up security, cancel outdoor events and call off field
trips; a Washington, D.C., television station reports a tarot card
found near the school where the boy was shot; its scribbled
message: “Dear Policeman, I am God.”
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October 9
11 Dean Harold Meyers, who has just begun

refueling his car, is shot to death at a gas station in
Manassas, Va., shortly after 8 p.m., ET; number of
investigators assigned to the case grows to more
than 200

October 11
12 Kenneth Bridges is shot at a gas station in
Fredericksburg, Va., at 9:30 p.m., ET – across the
street from a Virginia state trooper who is
investigating a traffic accident

October 12

Police composite of
a white box truck

October 19

Montgomery County Police Chief Charles A.
Moose makes a direct appeal to the sniper in
response to a sealed letter left at the scene of
the last shooting, “We do want to talk to you; call
us at the number you provided,” Moose says

October 21

Police release composite drawings of a
white box truck with unknown lettering on
the side linked by eyewitness to the
sniper attacks; authorities say they plan
to release a rendering of a white
Chevrolet Astro van seen at the last

Charles Moose

Police arrest two men near Richmond, Va., but later determine that
the men have nothing to do with the shootings

October 22

10 Earlier that day, a Baltimore city policeman questions John
Allen Muhammad in the Remington neighborhood
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14 37-year-old man is
wounded in a restaurant parking
lot in Ashland, Va., outside
Richmond, ending a five-day lull
in the sniper attacks and
marking the first weekend
shooting
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Department of Defense approves
the use of military spy planes
with surveillance gear to hunt the
sniper; police release sketches of
two vans with a ladder rack

Police say a witness saw the
shooter of Franklin fire a single
bullet with an AK-47, a
high-powered Russian assault
weapon, and drive off in a
light-colored van
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13 Linda Franklin,
who happens to be
an FBI worker, is
fatally shot about
9:15 p.m., ET,
outside a Home
Depot store in Falls
Church, Va.
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15 Conrad Everton Johnson, a bus driver, is killed
at daybreak in Montgomery County; police say that
another letter was left nearby and reveal that the
Oct. 19 letter demanded $10 million and threatened,
“Your children are not safe anywhere, at any time”

October 23
Police put out a late-night alert for two men in a blue
1990 Chevrolet Caprice with New Jersey plates

October 24
16 Around 3:30 a.m., ET,
authorities arrest John Alllen
Muhammad, 41, and Lee Boyd
Malvo, 17, at a rest stop off
Interstate 70 near Myersville, Md.

John Allen
Muhammad

Lee Boyd
Malvo

October 25

October 26

Montgomery County, Md.
prosecutor brings the first murder
charges against the two suspects

Federal agents track the man
who co-owned the Caprice

Source: Baltimore Sun staff, ESRI
Graphic: Nick Tann, Denise Murray, Baltimore Sun
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Can’t get enough of The Parthenon?

Kira James, a sophomore medical imaging major from St. Albans,
W.Va, is a new member of the course.
“This is the first day that I feel like
I know what I’m doing,” James said.
“I feel like if someone came up to me
that I could defend myself.”
Students strapped on gloves and
lined up to pummel their padded target as he grabbed and simulated the
beginnings of a real-to-life assault.
Each student quickly landed several
blows and fled for the next to take
her turn.
“Once you’re doing it, you don’t really notice what you’re doing,” James
said. “Afterwards you have a crazy
adrenaline rush.”
Just as important as the physical
techniques and knowledge used for
escaping dangerous situations, the
class seeks to provide women with a
sense of confidence and safety.
“I may not be able to knock down
a 300-pound man, but I think I may
be able to throw them off guard and
surprise them enough to get away,”
James said.
The class (PEL 120) is offered twice
each semester and there are spaces
available for the second eight-week
course of the Fall 2012 semester.
The course begins Oct. 17 and takes
place Monday and Wednesday 4:305:45 p.m. For more information
Scott Ballou can be contacted at (304)
696-6407.
Bishop Nash can be contacted at
nash24@marshall.edu.

The amount at issue —
$444 million for the current
fiscal year — is distributed
to 350 member stations
through the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting. GOP
members of the House of
Representatives included a
phase-out of all funding by
2015 in an appropriations bill
that lawmakers are expected
to vote on during the postelection lame-duck session.
In a statement to the news
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A Marshall University student participates in a self-defense class at the Recreation Center on
Wednesday.

media that also was posted
on its website, PBS said it
was “very disappointed” at
being a political target.
“Gov. Romney does not
understand the value the
American people place on
public broadcasting and the
outstanding return on investment the system delivers to
our nation,” PBS said. “The
federal investment in public
broadcasting equals about
one one-hundredth of 1 percent of the federal budget.”
PBS and its supporters said eliminating the

subsidy wouldn’t help the
federal debt but the effect
on the public “would be
devastating.”
The Sesame Workshop, the
nonprofit organization that
produces the long-running
children’s program, agreed,
even though it wouldn’t feel
the impact directly.
“We absolutely would
not want that to happen,”
Sherrie Westin, Sesame
Workshop’s executive vice
president, said in an interview. “ ‘Sesame Street’ has
been a proud partner of PBS,
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and we are dependent on its
distribution system to reach
children.”
Westin recognized that
“Sesame Street” has become
an “iconic symbol of the
debate” over federal spending although it’s a separate
entity apart from PBS and
doesn’t receive any federal
dollars.
But Big Bird, who, yes, has
his own Twitter account on
@sesamestreet — “all our
characters do,” Westin said
— would “not be on the campaign trail.”
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Pumpkin Festival kicks off in Milton
By DWIGHT JORGE

THE PARTHENON
It’s time to enjoy fall with one of the region’s
most popular festivals, the 27th annual West
Virginia Pumpkin Festival.
The festival is located in Milton. The gates
open on Friday and Saturday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
and Sunday from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Entry into the festival is $5 per person, and
children under the age of five will be admitted
for free. Parking on the festival grounds is an
additional $1.
Susan Davis, board member of the West Virginia Pumpkin Festival, said visitors of the
festival would not be disappointed.
“Just come and enjoy it, don’t worry about
the long lines. You will get here eventually.
It is really worth the wait,” Davis said. “My
motto for my business is that there is something for everyone. There is something for
everyone at this festival for the old, young
and middle age.”
The festival features events such as apple
butter making, lye soap making, blacksmithing, giant pumpkin contest, grist mill, civil
war encampment, railroad safety, sorghum
molasses making, chain saw artist, Zappo
the clown magic show, Smiles the clown, lions
club eye mobile, arts and crafts, pumpkin carriage photos and spinning and weaving pottery
demonstration.
A wide variety of locally owned businesses are

featured thoughout out the grounds of the festival.
Davis said with thousands of visitors at
the festival, local businesses gain good exposure and customers over the weekend.
“We have arts and crafts, handmade
items, soaps, pottery, jewelry and antiques,” Davis said. “We have everything
in the business booths from homemade
fudge to salsa.”
The festival started in 1985 and was designed
to help farmers with the raising and selling of
pumpkins.
“It’s one of the best festivals in West Virginia,” Jane Anderson, owner of Huskies
Dairy Bar, said. “It has the largest variety
of crafts and always has a good country
atmosphere.”
Anderson and her family have been making
pumpkin ice cream for the festival for 25 years
and were the first to serve pumpkin ice cream
at the festival.
“Business is good,” Anderson said. “We have
people come in and say that they have paid
to get in the gate just to get the pumpkin ice
cream.”
Pumpkin Festival 2012 has it all, from
home made fudge to pumpkin ice cream.
The festival is a family friendly environment
with events for people of all ages and will
last through Sunday.
Dwight Jorge can be contacted at jorge@
marshall.edu.

BOTTOM LEFT: The Pumpkin Festival allows children to create their own pumpkin to feature at the festival. BOTTOM
RIGHT: Award winning pumpkins featured at the festival weighed as much as 951 pounds.
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TOP LEFT: Visitors
are welcomed to
the 27th annual
Pumpkin Festival
in Milton, W.Va.
TOP RIGHT: Linda
Pringle welcomes
visitors to the
Huskies Dairy Bar
booth at the Festival
on Thursday.
Huskies Dairy Bar
was the first to sell
pumpkin ice cream
at the festival.
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